
Rewarding Businesses 
Taking Action on Sustainability

Get your invoices paid early. 
givvable is on a mission to help businesses taking action on sustainability to grow – faster! 

The more action your business takes, the more financial rewards it can accumulate, incentivising

a continuous cycle of improvement in the sustainability of your business operations. 

Fast & Flexible Invoice Financing

In partnership

Don’t wait, 30, 60 or 90 days to be

paid by your customers. 

Fast track your invoice payments -

get paid in as little as 4 hours and

be rewarded at the same time. 

Now, when you act on

sustainability, you can receive up to

25% off the cost of finance.*

*All finance applications are subject to Fifo Capital terms and conditions. Discounts apply to approved invoice finance facilities only. Minimum
funding amount of $1,000. The available discount is dependent on the eligible third party validated sustainability credentials held by the business.

What do we mean by

'sustainability'?

Environmental sustainability, ethical sourcing,

diversity, equity & inclusion, social benefit &

impact, community initiatives and

governance practices. It covers all aspects

of Environmental, Social and Governance

(ESG).

A third party validated certification,

accreditation, standard, rating, score,

assessment, commitment, membership or

initiative. Not all sustainability credentials

are eligible for sustainability-linked, invoice

finance.

What is a 'credential'?

 New offer 
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In partnership

givvable has partnered with Fifo Capital to

introduce sustainability-linked, invoice

finance for businesses in Australia, from

micro, small and medium sized (MSMEs) to

large organisations, with funding amounts

starting from as little as $1,000.

This new offering rewards businesses that

hold eligible, third party validated

sustainability credentials – certifications,

accreditations or ratings, or action-based

commitments to advance environmental,

ethical, diversity & inclusion, social,

community and governance objectives – with

a better rate on invoice finance.

Businesses with eligible sustainability

credentials can access fast and flexible early

payment of invoices providing them with

instant working capital for business expenses

and investments.

Cash flow finance for SMEs

Have one or more eligible sustainability

credentials

Deal with long customer payment terms (e.g.

30, 60 or 90 day payment terms for customers,

but fortnightly pay cycles for employees)

Manage a seasonal sales cycle

Have lean cash flow

Prefer not to secure business finance with real

estate

Are growing and cannot access traditional

lending options

Have opportunities that need cash to get

started

Will benefit from earlier payments

Invoice finance allows you to turn an unpaid

invoice into instant cash flow, letting you

take control of when you are paid. 

You select which invoices and how much you

want to have funded early based on your

cash flow needs. 

Up to 90% of the invoice amount is then

advanced within 4 hours. Fifo Capital’s

invoice finance is flexible, with no fixed

contracts.

What is invoice finance?

We believe it's time for SMEs

to access the benefits of

sustainability-linked finance

that bigger companies have

had access to for some time

now.
- CEO & co-founder of givvable, 

Frances Atkins

Sustainability-linked invoice finance is suited

to businesses who:
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In partnership

Sustainable finance involves taking into

account Environmental, Social and

Governance (ESG) considerations when

making investment decisions in the financial

sector. 

Local and global investment mandates

incorporating ESG criteria have led to rapid

growth in the volume of sustainable

finance commitments by financial

institutions, which in turn will result in

significantly higher issuances of

sustainability-linked financial instruments.

Sustainability-linked finance, such as

sustainability-linked loans, typically reward

the borrower for meeting specified

sustainability targets or KPIs, by offering a

pricing benefit on the applicable rate.

As companies increase their focus on the

sustainability impacts of their supply chains,

sustainable supply chain finance has also

grown.

Leveraging the credit rating of the company

(or buyer), sustainable supply chain finance

provides financial incentives to the company’s

suppliers for meeting environmental or social

standards or targets that align with the

company’s sustainability strategy, or for

improving sustainability assessments or

ratings – creating a positive reinforcing loop

that can fast-track the company’s

attainment of its targets.

While sustainable finance continues to grow,

the companies that currently benefit are

predominantly large corporates, or suppliers

What is sustainability-linked finance? 
with a client that is a large company that has

implemented sustainable supply chain

finance, in which case benefits are driven by

the supplier’s alignment to the client’s

sustainability objectives. 

Sustainable finance has often been out of

reach or unavailable to MSMEs,

notwithstanding the critical role they will play

in reaching net zero and other sustainability

goals and that SMEs are a major driver of

innovation for sustainable development (UN

DESA, 2020).

How does it benefit MSMEs?

SMEs represent 90% of businesses

worldwide and are important contributors to

job creation and global economic

development (World Bank), and MSMEs

represent 97% of sustainable and ethical

suppliers (McKinsey). 

givvable and Fifo Capital’s new offering is a

gamechanger, unlocking sustainable finance

and making sustainability-linked, invoice

finance available to MSMEs. These business

can get invoices paid within 4 hours for up

to a 25% discount on the standard rate,

providing instant cash flow to help them

grow their business, faster.
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Step 1: Create your profile on givvable and

confirm or add your credentials.

givvable’s platform captures the sustainability

credentials of suppliers. If not all of your sustainability

credentials appear in the platform already, you can

register additional credentials for verification by

givvable.

givvable’s platform will show you which of your

credentials are currently eligible for sustainability-

linked invoice finance. We continue to review and add

new credentials to the list of eligible credentials.

Your eligible sustainability credentials are

categorised using givvable’s proprietary framework,

each earning 'sustainability credits' to calculate the

total available discount off the standard rate. 

The more eligible sustainable credentials you hold, the

more sustainability credits your business earns, and

the better the rate you can access.*

givvable’s framework for determining eligible

sustainability credentials draws on widely used

sustainability-linked financing principles (where 

Turn your unpaid invoices into
instant cash today

In partnership

How it works 
relevant) and recognises MSMEs for positive or

improving sustainability performance or processes,

and action-based commitments and leadership in

advancing sustainability objectives. 

Step 2: Head to 'benefits' and click 'apply now' to

fast-track your application with Fifo Capital. 

Step 3: Once approved, your sustainability

discount is calculated. Submit your invoices via

givvable or directly with Fifo Capital. 

Once your application has been approved with Fifo

Capital, upload your invoices via givvable's platform

or directly with Fifo Capital. 

The customer will be notified your business is seeking

to access sustainability-linked invoice finance,

highlighting the positive action your business is taking

on sustainability.

For each invoice, confirm how much you would like to

get funded. Fifo Capital can advance up to 90% of

the invoice amount in as little as 4 hours. 

Step 4: The balance is paid, less interest, once

the customer pays the invoice in full.

Create your givvable
profile and add your

credentials

1 3

Upload invoices and
Fifo Capital advances

up to 90% within 4
hours

Balance is paid, less
interest, once invoice is

paid in full

4

Be rewarded for your action on sustainability

2

Head to 'benefits' and
apply for sustainability-

linked finance

*Note: subject to limits on total available discount and the type and
number of credentials held.
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Fifo Capital Australia Pty Ltd 

ABN 78 121 427 183

      info@fifocapital.com.au

      fifocapital.com.au

givvable Pty Ltd 

ABN 52 638 160 951

       hello@givvable.com

       givvable.com 

In partnership

Be rewarded for your action
on sustainability today

Fifo Capital
Fifo Capital provides integrated and stand-
alone working capital and cash flow finance
solutions, including invoice finance, trade and
supply chain finance, all via cloud-based
technology. We’ve assisted over 3,000
Australian business with in excess of $2b in
funding. Fifo Capital is dedicated to helping
business grow and achieve their objectives
through innovative financial solutions and
technology.

givvable
givvable is a global AI-powered Supplier
Sustainability Intelligence platform. Its
platform technology captures and expertly
maps business credentials to sustainability &
ESG targets, frameworks and reporting
standards, simplifying complex data
relationships for its users. givvable tracks over 1
million sustainability credentials, across
hundreds of local & global sources and all 3
dimensions of ESG – Environmental, Social and
Governance. 

*All finance applications are subject to Fifo Capital terms and conditions. Discounts apply to approved invoice finance facilities only. Minimum
funding amount of $1,000. The available discount is dependent on the eligible third party validated sustainability credentials held by the business.

Get started

In partnership

Acknowledgement Of Country

givvable and Fifo Capital acknowledge the
traditional owners of country throughout
Australia and recognise their continuing
connection to land, waters and culture. We pay
our respects to their Elders past, present and
emerging. 
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